Forget Screenshots

Resolve issues faster with screen recordings

Create and share screen
recordings easily

Improve communication,
better than screenshots

Faster time
to resolution

HYFY lets users record their screen
and voice to create better bug
reports, reproduction steps, and
demos. Capture video of a browser
tab, full screen, or any window, then
share recordings into any JIRA issue
or HipChat room with ease.

Start recording right from any
JIRA/Service Desk issue or attach
from a library of reusable videos
into a HipChat room. Each recording
includes high resolution video along
with voice and mouse movement,
replacing dozens of screenshots.

HYFY screen recordings are a better
way to illustrate bugs, communicate
requests, or demonstrate
reproduction cases. Videos capture
debugging information that helps
teams diagnose and resolve with less
back and forth.
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Save time and accomplish
more with video capture
Record your screen and voice.

HYFY lets you capture a browser tab, any window or your entire screen along with your voice and mouse
cursor. Each high-resolution screen recording replaces dozens of screenshots.

Designed for teams that use Atlassian.

Share directly to HipChat and JIRA with HYFY’s built-in integrations or paste links into any tools. Any team
member on any platform can view a HYFY video with nothing to install.

Keep videos private.

Businesses need to keep sensitive information private. With HYFY, limit access to email domains, JIRA
teams, or HipChat groups. You can even restrict viewing to a single email address.

One click. That’s it.

Choices take time. With HYFY, there’s no need to pick resolutions or codecs, or tweak a hundred different
settings like other screen capture or screencasting tools.

Simple, easy sharing.

Stop dealing with storage and transfers and post-processing of giant video files. HYFY handles everything
for you so that sharing is so easy, you’ll want to do it all day long.


No other tool lets us capture and share bug reports as fast.
HYFY is our team’s new best friend!
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